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Adatom-decorated graphene offers a promising new path towards spintronics in the ultra-thin
limit. We combine experiment and theory to investigate the electronic properties of dilutely fluorinated bilayer graphene, where the fluorine adatoms covalently bond to the top graphene layer. We
show that fluorine adatoms give rise to resonant impurity states near the charge neutrality point
of the bilayer, leading to strong scattering of charge carriers and hopping conduction inside a fieldinduced band gap. Remarkably, the application of an electric field across the layers is shown to tune
the resonant scattering amplitude from fluorine adatoms by nearly two-fold. The experimental observations are well explained by a theoretical analysis combining Boltzmann transport equations and
fully quantum-mechanical methods. This paradigm can be generalized to many bilayer graphene–
adatom materials and we envision that the realization of electrically tunable resonance may be a
key advantage in graphene-based spintronic devices.
PACS numbers: 72.80.Vp, 72.10.Fk

Chemical functionalization is a powerful tool to engineer graphene for a broad range of application needs.
Attachment of oxygen groups makes graphene soluble
and fluorescent, and facilitates the formation of graphene
nanocomposites [1–3]. Chemisorbed species increase the
degree of sp3 bonding, drastically affecting graphene’s
electrical conductivity, mechanical strength, and optical
response, even in the very dilute limit [4–22]. Deposition
of light adatoms, such as hydrogen and fluorine, endows
graphene with intriguing magnetic and spintronic properties, including localized magnetic moments and enhanced
spin-orbit coupling, which may enable the generation of
large spin current [16–19, 21–24].
Covalently bonded monovalent species, with orbitals
close to the Dirac point of graphene systems, effectively
decouple their carbon host from its neighbors, thereby
simulating vacancies [25]. The latter are predicted to introduce power-law localized midgap states at the Dirac
point [26–28], displaying anomalous divergent behavior
of the density of states [29, 30]. These so-called resonant scatterers have a profound impact on charge carrier transport at all carrier densities, invalidating conventional transport pictures based on the weak disorder
hypothesis [31–33]. In the high carrier density regime
|n|  nrs , where nrs denotes the areal density of resonant scatterers, the dc-conductivity deviates from its
typical behaviour σ ∝ |n|, acquiring a robust sublinear
dependence, owing to a non-perturbative renormalization
p
of s-wave phase-shifts: δ0 (n) ≈ π/[2 ln(R π|n|)], where
R ≈ 0.4 nm is the scatterer range [18, 25, 31, 32].
Resonant scattering also plays an important role in
metal spintronics [34], although such interactions are not
easily tunable. Engineering tunable resonant interaction
of charge carriers with atomic impurities in graphene in
situ would open new avenues, including the harnessing
of spin relaxation [35] and generation of robust spin cur-

rents through extrinsic spin Hall effect [23, 24]. From the
viewpoint of device scaling and operations, it is particular
desirable to implement gate-controlled resonant interactions. A suitable candidate—so far overlooked—is bilayer
graphene (BLG). Adatoms in BLG are likewise predicted
to induce resonant scattering [32, 36, 37]. Moreover, the
presence of two layers allows the mirror symmetry to be
broken by an electric field perpendicular to the layers,
opening up a band gap up to 250 meV [38–42]. The consequences of this extra degree of freedom for resonant
scattering remain largely unexplored.
In this Letter, we report the first experimental observations of adatom-limited charge transport in BLG using
fluorine adatoms as an example. Dual-gating allows us
to control the carrier type, density and the perpendicular
(bias) electric field independently. Both experiment and
theory demonstrate that fluorine adatoms behave as resonant scatterers. Moreover, we show that the charge carrier scattering amplitude becomes strongly electron-hole
asymmetric and is tunable over a large range ±20 − 30%
by controlling the carrier distribution between the two
layers using a bias electric field. Once more, theory and
experiment are found to be in excellent agreement. The
demonstrated electric tunability of the resonant cross section offers a convenient tool to engineer desired charge–
spin responses in graphene–adatom systems.
Bilayer graphene flakes are exfoliated from bulk HOPG
graphite (ZYA grade, SPI supplies) onto prefabricated
HfO2/Au bottom gate stacks [43], optically identified and
confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. The flakes are then
fluorinated in a CF4 plasma asher where fluorine atoms
covalently bond with carbon atoms in the top layer only
[see Fig. 1(a)]. Bilayer graphene is substantially harder
to fluorinate compared to monolayer graphene [17]. Discussions of the plasma conditions are given in the Supplementary Material (SM). After fluorination, ver der
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Figure 1: Single-sided fluorinated BLG. (a) Schematic. Full
(dashed) lines represent the intra-layer (inter-layer) hopping
terms. Fluorine adatoms bond to carbon hosts at random
positions. (b) Optical micrograph of sample W02 showing the
Au bottom gate (wide yellow stripe), four Au electrodes to the
sample (dark gold) in van der Pauw geometry and the top gate
connected to two Au electrodes (yellow). (c) Raman spectra
of pristine (plum), fluorinated (olive, from sample W02) and
defluorinated (orange) BLG. The laser excitation wavelength
is 488 nm. ID /IG =1.15 for W02 and 0.3 for the defuorinated
sample. (d) The color map of a four-terminal resistance R as
a function of the top and bottom gate voltages. The black
line corresponds to n=0 and the white lines correspond to
constant bias D fields. T =10 K. From W38.

Pauw or Hall bar devices are completed using standard ebeam lithography and atomic layer deposition techniques
[42, 43]. Results from three fluorinated samples (W02,
W03, and W38) and one defluorinated sample Df are reported here. An optical micrograph of device W38 is
shown in Fig. 1(b). Fig. 1(c) plots the Raman spectra of
a pristine bilayer, device W02, and a typical trace from
a defluorinated bilayer; see SM and Ref. [17] for defluorination recipe. Following the atomic defect density calibration obtained by Lucchese et al. on monolayers [44]
and taking into account the doubling of the G band intensity in bilayer, we estimate a fluorine areal density
≈ 3.3 × 1012 cm−2 for device W02, and the unintennram
F
tional defect density (e.g. vacancy), as seen in the defluorinated bilayer, is roughly 0.6×1012 cm−2 . Parameters
from all four samples are given in Table I of the SM. We
use standard low-frequency, low excitation lock-in techniques to carry out electrical transport measurements at
temperatures ranging from 1.6 K to 200 K. A false color
map of a four-terminal resistance R in sample W38 as a
function of the top and bottom gate voltages Vtg and Vbg
is shown in Fig. 1 (d) and displays characteristics similar
to that of pristine bilayer [42]. This map enables us to
extract the dependence of the sheet conductance σs on
the carrier density n at fixed bias D-fields.

Resonant impurity scattering.—We first establish the
resonant impurity nature of the fluorine adatoms. The
rearrangement of electronic spectral weight due to the
fluorination can be estimated through a calculation of
the density of states (DOS) for a typical adatom concentration. To model the BLG system we employ a nearestneighbor tight-binding Hamiltonian of π-electrons, supplemented with a on-site energy term ±V in the top
(bottom) layer describing the effect of the D-field. Fluorine adatoms are modeled as vacancies in the top layer
[25, 32]. The kernel polynomial method [45] is then used
to accurately extract the DOS of a large lattice with
2 × 141422 carbon atoms. Details of the calculation are
given in the SM. The DOS is shown in Fig. 2(a). We note
two prominent features of the DOS.
In unbiased BLG, the DOS displays a sharp peak centered at zero energy (midgap state), already encountered in Refs. [32, 46]. At non-zero bias field, new resonances pile up at the edges of the pseudo-gap, which
is consistent with results obtained for a single vacancy
[28]. Due to the broken layer symmetry, these resonances
have different weights at EF ≈ ±V , anticipating substantial electron-hole asymmetry (EHA). Fig. 2(b) shows
σs (n) at D = 0 for samples W38, W02, W03 and Df
at T =1.6 K. Sample Df has a field effect mobility of
µ ≈1600 cm2 /Vs, which is comparable to that of pristine
bilayer in a similar geometry [42]. In contrast, fluorinated bilayers display much lower mobility: 172, 100,
86 cm2 /Vs for W38, W02 and W03 respectively, which
signals the dominance of adatom-induced scattering. Ferreira et al. [32] showed that in the high carrier density
regime n > nF where quantum corrections are not dominant, semiclassical description applies and the resonantscattering-limited sheet conductivity in unbiased BLG is
given by

σs (n) = 2 ×

πe2 |n|
,
4h nF

(1)

where an extra factor of 2 accounts for the one-sided
fluorination of our samples. Since σs is approximately
insensitive to the scatterer radius, there is a single fitting
parameter, nF . Fits to Eq. 1 are plotted as dashed lines
in Fig. 2(b) and describe data very well at high density
[32]. The extracted nF are in good agreement with values
obtained from Raman spectra for all samples (see Table
I in SM). Furthermore, in all samples we find an nF independent σs ≈ e2 /h in the low carrier density regime
n < nF , also in agreement with theory. This observation
is consistent with the formation of a narrow “impurity
band” around the CNP [32, 46] [see thick (orange) line
in Fig. 2(a)].
More direct evidence of the impurity band is seen in
the temperature-dependent resistance of the CNP under
a finite bias field. Figure 3(a) plots RCNP (D)—the sheet
resistance of the CNP in sample W02—as a function of D
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Figure 2: Resonant impurity scattering in fluorinated BLG.
(a) Calculated DOS of macroscopic size (≈ µm2 ) BLG system
as a function of the Fermi energy at selected bias potential
values for F : C ratio 1 : 2000. The DOS of pristine unbiased
BLG is also shown (dotted line). (b) σs (n) in samples (from
top to bottom): Df (black), W38 (olive), W02 (cyan) and
W03 (plum) at T = 1.6 K. Positive n corresponds to electron
doping. Dashed lines of the same color are fits to Eq. (1).

at selected temperatures T =1.6 to 200 K, together with
RCNP (D) of sample Df at T =1.6 K. RCNP (D) of sample
Df is similar to that of pristine bilayer [42]. RCNP (D) of
W02, on the other hand, rises much more slowly, pointing
to additional conduction channels inside the band gap.
To further understand the behavior of RCNP , we plot
in Fig. 3(b) its temperature dependence in both samples at D =0.93 V/nm. The most remarkable difference
between the two lies at high temperatures T > 50 K.
In this regime, sample Df exhibits activated transport
R1 ∝ exp(E1 /kB T ), with E1 increasing with D from
22.5 meV at D = 0 (data not shown) to 33.5 meV at
D = 0.93 V/nm. These values are similar to pristine
bilayers, where ∆ = 2E1 approximates the bias-induced
band gap in the large D limit [42]. In contrast, similar analyses done on RCNP (T ) of the three fluorinated
bilayers yield roughly D-independent E1 , which is approximately 11-13 meV in all samples. We attribute this
behavior to nearest neighbor hopping among the fluorineinduced impurity states as illustrated in the inset to
Fig. 3(b), where E1 is the half width of the impurity
band. This mechanism effectively shunts the band edge
activation exp(∆/2kB T ) to result in an D-independent
RCNP (T ). Counting two impurity states per adatom [32],
we independently estimate the bandwidth to be ≈10 meV
at nF ≈ 4 × 1012 cm−2 , which is in excellent agreement
with the E1 values extracted here.
Electric-field tuning of resonant scattering.—Next, we
explore the role of a bias D field in the carrier density
regime n > nF . Figure 4(a) plots σs (n) of sample W02 at
selected D’s from -2 to 2 V/nm, where D > 0 indicates
field pointing towards the fluorine adatoms as the inset of
(a) shows. Pronounced EHA is observed. For electrons,
σs increases (decreases) when D > 0 (D < 0) and the
opposite trend is observed for holes. This D-field tuning
is further illustrated in Fig. 4(b), where we plot the normalized conductance change δσs (D) ≡ ∆σs (D)/σs (0) =

Figure 3: Charge carrier transport at the CNP. (a) Rs vs. D
at the CNP for sample Df (dashed line, T =1.6 K) and sample
W02 (solid lines). From top to bottom: T =1.6 K(black), 5 K
(blue), 10 K (olive), 50 K(orange), 100 K(purple) and 200 K
(plum). (b) RS (T ) of sample Df (hollow triangles) and sample
W02 (solid squares) at D=0.93 V/nm. The solid lines are fits
to Eq.(1) of Ref. [42]. E1 = 11 meV and 33.5 meV for samples
W02 and Df, respectively. Inset: a schematic diagram of the
fluorine induced impurity states inside the field-induced band
gap of a bilayer graphene.

[σs (D)−σs (0)]/σs (0) of data in Figure 4 (a). Strikingly, in
the high-density regime, δσs (D) is roughly n-independent
and ranges between -0.35 and 0.2 for |D| < 2 V/nm, i.e.,
the change of σs is nearly two-fold. Furthermore, δσs (D)
appears to be symmetric under (n, D) → (−n, −D). Similar D-field tuning of σs (n) is observed on all three fluorinated samples, with the magnitude of δσs (D) varying
within a factor of 2 among them. Further examination of
the EHA rules out an extrinsic mechanism due to nonuniform density distribution created by electrodes that
screen a portion of the top gate. The detailed discussions
are given in the SM. Intuitively, the experimental observations suggest increased distribution of hole (electron)
wave function in the top layer under a positive (negative)
D field, and thus increased resonant impurity scattering.
To gain further insight into the strong D field tuning of charge carrier transport, we solve analytically the
Boltzmann transport equations for a BLG system with
random short-range impurities constrained to one layer.
We posit our investigations in the four-band continuum
BLG–adatom Hamiltonian

 X i

V + vF σ · p̂
t⊥ σ−
v0 (r) 0
Ĥ =
+
,
t⊥ σ+
−V + vF σ · p̂
0 0
i

(2)
where p̂ is the 2D kinematic momentum operator around
Dirac point K, vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, σ are
Pauli matrices, with σz = ±1 describing states residing
on the A(B) sublattice, and σ± = σx ±iσy . The diagonal
blocks in the first term on the RHS describe monolayers
at constant electrostatic energy, ±V for top layer and
bottom layer, respectively, whereas off-diagonal blocks
contain the hopping processes A2
B1 connecting the
two layers (t⊥ ≈ 0.45 eV) [47]. The bias potential V is
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determined from the experimental parameters according
to V = −eDd/2κ, where −e < 0 is the electron’s charge,
d ≈ 0.35 nm is the layer separation, and κ = 4 is the phenomenological BLG effective permittivity [39, 48]. Diagonalization of the firstpterm yields 2+2 bands separated by
a gap: ∆ = 2|V |t⊥ / t2⊥ + 4Vp2 ≈ 2|V |. Their dispersion
2 /2 + π 2 + V 2 ± λ2 (π),
relation reads ±± (π) = ± tp
⊥
where π ≡ vF p and λ2 (π) = t4⊥ /4 + π 2 (t2⊥ + 4V 2 ).
The second term is the scattering potential due to fluorine adatoms located in the top layer at random positions
{ri } with v0i (r) = v0 δ(r − ri ). In the scattering problem,
outgoing and incoming wavefunctions are related by the
T matrix [49]. For delta-peak potentials, outgoing waves
from a single impurity at the origin acquires the simple
form ψscatt (r) = Ĝ0 (r, E)T̂ad (E)φk (r), where φk (r) denotes free incoming wave solutions with momentum k,
i.e., Ĥ0 |φk i = E|φk i, and Ĝ0 (r, E) is the propagator of
pristine biased BLG, Ĝ0 (r, E) = hr|(E − Ĥ0 +iη)|~0i, with
η a real infinitesimal. In the (resonant) scattering limit
of interest v0 → ∞, we easily find
X
T̂ad (E) = −
[gχ (E)]−1 |χihχ| ,
(3)
χ=A2 ,B2

where gχ (E) ≡ hχ|Ĝ(~0, E)|χi. We evaluated gχ (E) in the
entire parameter
space (refer to SM); in the intermediate
p
regime t2⊥ + V 2 > |E| > |V | (typically ∼0.05–0.5 eV),


gA2 (E) = (V − E) Θ̄Λ (E) + (E + V )2 Θreg (E) , (4)
gB2 (E) = (t2⊥ + V 2 − E 2 )(E + V )Θreg (E)
+ (V − E)Θ̄Λ (E) ,

Figure 4: Tuning of charge carrier transport in D-field. (a)
and (b) σs (n) and normalized conductance change δσs (D) for
W02 at T = 1.6 K and D =-2 V/nm (cyan), -1 V/nm (plum),
0 V/nm (black), 1 V/nm (red), and 2 V/nm (blue). Positive
D points towards the fluorine adatoms as illustrated in the
inset of(a). (c) Calculated dc-conductivity σs (n) for several
inter-layer bias potentials corresponding to the D−field values
in (a). Calculation only applies to n > nF . Other parameters
in main text.

(5)

where
(  
)


A+
1
1
Θreg (E)
ln A
− iπ
−
=
.
Θ̄Λ (E)
4πvF2 A+ + A− Ψ (Λ) + iπA+
(6)
p
2
2
2
2 2
2
2
In the above,
P A± = 4E V +2 t⊥ (E − V )±(E +V ),
Ψ(x) =
p=±1 Ap ln(−p + x /|Ap |), and Λ = ~vF /R
is the high-energy cutoff defining an effective potential
range R [32]. Crucially, for non-zero bias field |V | > 0,
the T matrix is sensitive to carrier polarity ±|E| [see
Eqs. (4)–(5)]. This feature results from the top-bottom
layer asymmetry induced by the adatoms and, as argued
below, is the origin of the strong EHA observed.
The effect of dilute random adatoms in dc-transport is
encoded in the inverse transport relaxation time
ˆ 2 0
2πnF
d k
1
=
|hφk |T̂ad (E)|φk0 i|2 δkk0 (E) , (7)
τ (k)
~
(2π)2
where δkk0 (E) ≡ (1 − cos θkk0 )δ(k − k0 ), θkk0 is the scattering angle, and k ≡ ±− (vF ~k) for E = ±|E|. The
zero-temperature semiclassical dc-conductivity follows
from σs = (e2 /h)kF v(kF )τ (kF ), where v(k) = |∇k k |/~

is the band velocity and kF is the Fermi wavevector [50].
In order to unbiasedly extract the model parameters nF
and R, we fit the 4-band expression to the D = 0 conductivity data in the electron sector n > 0 [see black curve
in Fig. 4 (a)]. We obtain nF ≈ 1.6nram
and R ≈ 0.5 nm,
F
where nram
is
obtained
from
the
Raman
spectra of this
F
device (see above). These parameters are then employed
to evaluate σs (n) at all non-zero D-fields in Fig. 4 (c).
The theory is seen to reproduce very well both the degree
of EHA and the overall D-dependence observed in panel
(a). This agreement is particularly remarkable as the
strong scattering regime is characterized by a strong dependence of τ −1 (k) in the D-field and model parameters.
This robust agreement is strong evidence that the D-field
tuning of the resonant adatom scattering amplitudes (3)
is responsible for the observed conductance modulation.
Because of the resonant nature of the adatoms, a twofold change of the scattering cross section can lead to
very large tuning of other resonant properties such as the
spin Hall angle [23], giving BLG-based systems a distinct
advantage in graphene-based spintronics.
In summary, through a joint experiment–theory effort, we have demonstrated that a perpendicular electric field achieves substantial tuning of the amplitude of
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resonant impurity scattering in one-sided fluorinated bilayer graphene. Our findings set the stage for exploring
all-electric control of resonant scatterings that underlie
novel spintronics effects in graphenic materials.
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